New Plugin Makes WordPress Storage Infinitely Scalable
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WordPress contributors, cloud specialists, and life-long friends, Aaron Edwards and Joshua
Dailey just announced the launch of Infinite Uploads, a new media delivery plugin and service
that moves your WordPress media library to the cloud – to boost performance, lower hosting
costs, and make your media library infinitely scalable.
With more than 2.5 quintillion bytes of data being created each day, the increase of
WooCommerce marketshare to over 29%, and WordPress now powering more than 40% of the
internet, storage innovation for WordPress is critical.
Joshua told us, “Using the local uploads folder or media library is not sustainable for small
organizations with media-heavy sites. Hosting-provided storage and bandwidth is often too little
for today’s websites, forcing a premature upgrade to more expensive plans. With image files
getting larger and video and audio streaming growing at a record breaking pace, figuring out
how to efficiently share media has become a common problem.”
So, they set out to make enterprise-grade infinitely-scalable cloud media hosting and CDN
delivery simple and available to everyone – from small non-profit organizations, to large
eCommerce sites – and Infinite Uploads delivers on all fronts.
It’s actually quite magical. The Infinite Uploads plugin turns your WordPress site into a stateless
application and offloads your WordPress media files to the Infinite Uploads cloud with one click.
Use the smart storage calculator to select the plan that is right for your site and click the connect
button. Just like that, all of your current and future files will be automatically stored in the cloud
and served from their CDN with 45 global points of presence. Connect an unlimited number of
sites and files with no per-site license fee or file storage limits.
Aaron told us, “As a cloud architect that has built solutions being used to optimize and serve
billions of images, this tool is exactly what I would want for my own sites. Infinite Uploads is built
on the same code base we’ve used to grow multiple WordPress libraries to over 20 terabytes
and more than 90 million files.”
With plans including cloud storage and CDN delivery starting at just $9 per month, Infinite
Uploads gives WordPress users a simple solution for hosting and delivering media. Try it free for
7-days. Because there’s no contract, you can use Infinite Uploads without risk.
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Infinite Uploads Overview Video: https://youtu.be/wanINaK0u5M
Plugin On the Repo: https://wordpress.org/plugins/infinite-uploads/
Website: https://infiniteuploads.com

